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Self-assembly of neutral and ionic surfactants: An off-lattice
Monte Carlo approach
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We study self-assembly of surfactants in two dimensions using off-lattice Monte Carlo moves. Here
the Monte Carlo moves consist ofslithering snake reptationmotion of the surfactant chains and
kink-jumpof the individual monomers. Unlike many previous studies an important feature of our
model is that the solution degrees of freedom are kept implicit in the model by appropriate choice
of the phenomenological interaction parameters for the surfactants. This enables us to investigate
rather large systems with less number of parameters. The method is powerful enough to study
multimicellar systems with regular and inverted micelles for both neutral and ionic surfactants. As
a function of several parameters of the model, we study self-assembly of neutral surfactants into
micelles of various forms and sizes and compute appropriate cluster-size distributions. Ionic
surfactants exhibit, apart from micellization, additionalintermicellar ordering. We further study the
role of host particles to mimic recent experiments on surfactant-silicate cooperative self-assembly,
and demonstrate the possibility of generalized pathways leading to host encased micellization.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!50124-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Surfactants in solution are known to arrange themse
in a variety of structures, such as micelles, vesicles,
bilayers.1–6 Design and fabrication of material composit
can benefit from proper manipulation of these se
assembling properties of surfactants which may give rise
structural order over many length scales.7 For example,
semiconductor nanocrystals could be arranged in highly
dered structures by coating them with surfactants.7 Synthesis
of cobalt clusters by encapsulating them in inverted mice
is another example where self-assembling properties
used.8 More recently this shape directing property has be
exploited in synthesis of mesoporous sieves9–13 where one
can achieve large pore diameters which are structurally
dered over 100–200 Å with a similar level of perfection
well-established microporous solids of pore diameter in
range of only 5–10 Å. The organic surfactants are used
templatesand the inorganic particles, usually silicates, e
case the templating structure to produce organic-inorga
composite materials. Such self-assembling processes o
in all form of biological systems where it has been realiz
that organized organic arrays are an important part of in
ganic nucleation and phase formations in biosystems kn
asbiomineralization. Synthesis processes, such as ones m
tioned above, quite naturally have relied on the central the
of biomineralization and have tried to usebiomimetic
approaches using supramolecular preorganized org
aggregates.14

Recent discoveries of mesoporous molecular sieves h
made an important addition to this idea. Instead of us
organic materials as apassivestructure directing element,
more general pathway ofcooperative self-assemblyhas been
10280021-9606/98/108(24)/10281/13/$15.00
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proposed10,11 where the structure directing organic elemen
are allowed to dynamically evolve along with the inorgan
host particles. This has lead to a wider tailoring capacity
structures which are not only ordered over larger len
scales but the patterns and periodicity so obtained h
opened up a wide arena to explore. Naturally, this gene
ized route of cooperative self-assembly10,11has gained wide-
spread attention among scientific community for its prosp
tive application in preparing nanoscale materials. T
experimental pathways leading to such self-assemb
structures are very diverse and complex. Each surfactant-
system in solution introduces competing interactions of d
ferent length scales arising out of different componen
They involve hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions, v
der Waals interactions, Coulombic interactions and hydro
bonding at different stages of the assembly process. A p
nomenological model which captures these characteristic
surfactant-host self assembly via different pathways is na
rally worthy of detail investigations.

The purpose of this article is twofold. First, to develop
phenomenological model for neutral and ionic surfacta
which is particularly well suited for multimicellar system
We demonstrate that the proposed model captures the e
tials of surfactant self-assembly for both neutral and io
surfactants and is very efficient to study multimicelle sy
tems. We then address the issue of cooperative self-asse
in presence of the host particles via different pathways.
fore we describe our model and present our results it will
appropriate to summarize some of the relevant, previ
work here. It is noteworthy in this context that a vast amou
of literature has been addressed to the self-assembly of
factants at the oil–water interface. For these three compo
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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oil-water-surfactant systems we refer to the review article
Gompper and Schick15 and references cited there.16 In this
article we focus on self-assembly of neutral as well as io
surfactants immersed in one component solvent only.
then investigate the role of host particles in cooperative
cellization of surfactants in their presence. Cooperative s
assembly of surfactants influenced by the presence of
host particles is a new subject of research and there e
only a few theoretical studies in the literature. Analy
treatments4,17 of the self-assembly process quite often avo
the inherent complicated many body interactions and inst
rely on space filling packing arguments. These calculati
have been able to predict micellization and are very us
guides for further detailed numerical investigations. Due
their intrinsic complications, it is very hard to extend an
lytic approaches to more realistic models. But numeri
work has been able to bridge the gap to some extent betw
many experiments and analytic theories. They can be bro
classified into two types. The first category deals withreal-
istic systems with fairly large number of interaction para
eters to mimic the actual structures and interactions of
surfactant molecules.18,19This class of models is better suite
when one is interested in properties of an isolated macrom
ecule. But cooperative effects may appear at a late stag
the self-assembly process only after surfactants form mi
lar or aggregates of other shapes. Studies of dynamic
such processes may be severely restricted by compute
sources if detailed geometries and the interactions are in
porated into the numerical scheme. The alternate route
start with a simplified model emphasizing more macrosco
and universal properties, leaving aside the details but cap
ing the essence of the physical phenomena. We will ad
the second approach in this work. Surfactants interacting
simple Lennard–Jones~LJ! potential have been used as
paradigm for most of the previous lattice and off-latti
Monte Carlo ~MC!, and molecular dynamics studies.20–26

The off-lattice simulations are to be compared with near
neighbor lattice models both of which mimicneutralsurfac-
tants only. Desplat and Care20 have performed lattice MC
simulation where the surfactants consist ofs particles with
one of them serving as a head and the rests21 forming the
tail of the surfactant. Their calculation qualitatively captur
the micellar size distribution as a function of temperatu
However since surfactants are embedded on a th
dimensional lattice it is not possible to extract informati
about the detailed shapes of the micelles. Equilibrium pr
erties of nonionic micelles were also studied by Linse a
co-workers and Mackie and co-workers by self-consist
field calculations and lattice Monte Carlo methods.21 Rector
et al. in their molecular dynamics~MD! simulations have
adopted the simplest two particle model representing an
phiphile. In their treatment the surfactant consists of one
drophilic and another hydrophobic particle only joined by
harmonic spring.22 They also use aNpT ensemble and Wi-
dom test particle approach to determine the critical mice
concentration.4 Smit et al. also established the presence
micelles in a surfactant-solvent mixture in their M
simulation.23,24 Recent MD simulations by Palmer an
Liu25,26 are more detailed compared to those mention
Downloaded 08 May 2005 to 132.170.55.141. Redistribution subject to A
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above. They have incorporated additional bending ene
term and have considered surfactants of length 4 and 8
spectively, immersed in a solvent.25 For a fixed set of param
eters they observe cylindrical and spherical micellar ass
bly as a function of the surfactant concentration. They ha
also extended the calculation to take into account the in
ganic precursors and concluded that beyond a crit
surfactant-precursor interaction, the precursors have a d
ring effect on preserving the shapes of the micelles. Howe
since the solvent molecules are kept explicitly in their mod
numerical results are restricted to only a few micelles a
micelle–micelle interactions are almost negligible.26

In all of the numerical studies mentioned above, the s
vent molecules are present explicitly in the calculatio
However it is well known that for micellar self-assembly th
ratio of surfactants to solvents is rather small and hence m
of the computing efforts are spent towards monitoring
motion of the solvent particles. Therefore even for the
models with simpler interactions it is hard to explore t
phase diagram exhaustively. It will not be inappropriate
make some comments regarding the treatment of solvent
grees of freedom in earlier numerical studies of surfact
self-assembly. There have been many studies of thehydro-
phobic effectand hydrophobic hydration4 which deal with
the concomitant changes occurring at the microscopic st
ture of water in the vicinity of surfactants.27 Experimentally
however micellar aggregation have also been seen in o
solvents which indicate that self-assembly may not requ
the detailed nature of the interaction of surfactants with w
ter. Previous numerical simulations which capture the ess
tial features of micellar aggregation also model the solv
with simple LJ potential. Hence one may think that t
length scales associated with detailed nature at the molec
level contribute relatively weakly and those have been in
grated out in simple models of surfactant-solvent syste
cited above. Unlike many previous numerical studies of s
factant self-assembly, an important ingredient of our a
proach is that we have gone one step further and have e
tively eliminated the solvent degrees of freedom complete
The effect of the solvent has been indirectly incorporated
appropriate set of phenomenological parameters among
surfactants. Evidently the model as we will describe in t
next section contains less number of phenomenological
rameters and the method has considerable computationa
vantages. For a range of parameters we observe micella
gregation with similar cluster size distribution as found
earlier studies for neutral micelles where the solvent degr
of freedoms were incorporated explicitly. Next we ha
shown thatinverted micellesand their distribution functions
come naturally into this scheme. We then extend these s
ies for ionic surfactantsby incorporating additional screene
Coulomb~SC! interaction among the head groups of the s
factants. Apart from micellization,ionic micelles exhibit ad-
ditional structural ordering. Finally, we present results fo
host encased micellization as a demonstration ofcooperative
self-assemblyalluded to above.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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II. MODEL

Our model consists of the surfactants and the host
ticles only, but the interaction potentials describing the s
factants in our model are similar to those used in previ
studies. In this article we consider a two-dimensional mod
This captures the basic features of self-assembly and ena
us to search the parameter space more exhaustively.
model surfactant consists of chains of lengthNm (Nm57) of
which the first one or two are chosen to be head (h) sites
~Nh51 or 2! and the rest of the monomers are treated as t
(t) sites. We consider surfactant chains of fixed bonds of u
lengths (l 051) but introduce bond bending energy. The p
tential function for the model is then given by:

U5(
i , j

N

f i j ~r i j !1( Rb~u i jk2u0!2, ~1!

where r i j is the distance between sitesi and j , u i jk is the
angle subtended by three successive monomers in a g
surfactant, andu0 is the equilibrium value ofu i jk . In our
calculations we have chosenu05p but kept Rb as a
parameter.28 Note f i j (r i j ) is a pairwise potential acting be
tween any two monomers and is of LJ form:

f i j ~r i j !5H 4e i j F S r i j

s i j
D 12

2S r i j

s i j
D 6G2f0~Ri j

c !, r i j ,Ri j
c

0, r i j >Ri j
c .

~2!

Heree i j , s i j , andRi j
c are the LJ parameters and cutoff di

tances for the pair of monomersi and j , respectively. The
addition of the termf0(Ri j

c ) causes the interaction to vanis
smoothly at a distanceRi j

c s i j and beyond. In order to mode
surfactants in a solvent one needs two values of the cu
parameterRi j

c . A cutoff Ri j
c 521/6s i j introduces a purely re

pulsive interaction, whereas a choice ofRi j
c 52.5s i j intro-

duces an attractive LJ tail. In this article we consider surf
tants with hydrophilic heads and hydrophobic tai
Therefore when these surfactants are in water there is
effective attraction among the hydrophobic tails, a head-
and a head-head repulsion. In our method these could
modeled with appropriate cutoff parametersRhh

c 521/6shh ,
Rht

c 521/6sht , and Rtt
c 52.5s tt , respectively. To model the

host particles (p) we choose simple monomers interacti
among themselves and with the surfactants with LJ poten
The interaction of the host particles among themselves
with the heads are taken to have both repulsive and attrac
parts. However the strengths of the interactionepp and ehp

are in general different. The interactions of the host partic
with the tails are always repulsive. Units of length and t
temperature (T) have been chosen ass tt ande tt /kB , respec-
tively.

For ionic surfactants there is an additional SC interact
among the heads. We use the standard Debye-Huckel~D-H!
form4 given by

Ui j
sc~r i j !5u0

exp~2kr i j !

r i j
, ~3!

where the interaction strengthk21 is the D-H screening
length andu0 is a function of the total charge of a surfactan
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We will useu0 andk as phenomenological parameters. W
should also state that there are counterions in the solven
charge neutrality which contribute to the screening but
not appear in our calculations explicitly.

The Monte Carlo moves consist of off-lattice counte
parts of forward and backwardslithering-snakereptation
moves29 of the surfactants, andkink jumps30 of the individual
monomers. In one forward reptation move a given surfact
is chosen at random and is translated by an amount; l 0 in
any direction. A kink jump is the off-lattice counterpart o
the Verdier-Stockmeyer model30 which consists of putting
the inneri th particle to its mirror image position along th
bond joining its adjacent monomers satisfying the followi
equation:

Ri85Ri 111Ri 212Ri , ~4!

and the end particles are then rotated according to

R185R21c1

RNm
8 5RNm

1cm , ~5!

wherec1 andcm are two randomly chosen vectors of leng
l 051.

A single reptationcauses the whole surfactant to mo
whereas a single kink jump makes one monomer to flip on
Therefore a single MC step in our model consists of o
reptation andNm21 kink jumps chosen at random. Period
boundary conditions are applied and a link list31 is used for
MC updates. However the link list used here is different th
the one often used in MD. When a given move is accep
the neighbor list for that and the neighboring cells is upda
immediately. In order to calculate the energy change for
reptation it is not necessary to calculate the energy cha
for all theNm monomers in that chain. A careful observatio
shows that the change in energy is given by

DE5@e181eNh118 #2@eNh
1eNm

#, ~6!

whereei andei8 correspond to the energy of thei th monomer
for the old and the new configurations, respectively. The n
configurations are accepted by the standard Metropolis r
Now we will discuss our simulation results.

III. RESULTS

A. Thermodynamic considerations

Before we describe our results let us first briefly revie
some of the earlier analytic results due to Israelachvili a
co-workers.4,17 For other detailed work we refer the reader
the work of Blankschtein and co-workers,32 and Ben-shaul
and co-workers.33 An important quantity in the theory o
cluster aggregation is the dependence of chemical pote
on aggregation numberN. Equilibria among different aggre
gates imply

m5m1
01kT log~X1!

5m2
01

1

2
kT logS X2

2 D5¯5mN
0 1

kT

N
logS XN

N D ~7!

or
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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m5mN5mN
0 1kT logS XN

N D5const, N51,2,3,... ~8!

wheremN is the mean chemical potential of the aggregate
aggregation numberN and mN

0 is the standard part of th
chemical potential. NoteXi / i is the mole fraction of thei th
species so that the total concentrationC of surfactants is
given by

(
i 51

`

Xi5C. ~9!

From Eq.~7! it is easy to get the following equation:

XN

N
5FX1 expS m1

02mN
0

kT D GN

. ~10!

The above equation gives the necessary conditions for
aggregates to form. SinceXi,1 ; i , it follows that if m i

0 is a
constant

XN

N
5X1

N!1. ~11!

In other wordsXN /N!X1 , so that the large aggregates a
rare. It generally follows that in order to get aggregates
appreciable size,mN

0 has to decrease as a function ofN. An
important aspect of this functional dependence is micelli
tion versus complete phase separation. Israelachvili and
workers have shown that ifmN

0 5m`
0 1A/Np then for p,1

there is a phase separation. It is noteworthy that in this c
mN

0 goes tom`
0 at largeN. Micellization on the contrary will

occur if mN
0 either exhibits a minimum, or becomes consta

for finite aggregation numberN. For surfactants forming
spherical micelles, a reasonable assumption is that the at
tive energy among the hydrophobic tails is proportional
the surface areaga and the repulsive contribution arises d
to the hydrophilic head groups is proportional toK/a so that

mN
0 5ga1

K

a
, ~12!

wherea is the effective surface area that a surfactant oc
pies at the surfactant–solvent interface.34 These two oppos-
ing terms immediately give a minimum inmN

0 at the optimal
surface areaa05A(K/g). The validity of this simple ther-
modynamic and geometric packing argument can be c
pared with the cluster statistics obtained from our simulat
results. In our simulation we have calculated average ene
per surfactant chainẼN for a cluster of aggregation numbe
N. We will see thatẼN is a very useful quantity to under
stand the underlying physics of micellization. The depe
dence ofẼN on the aggregation numberN, bending coeffi-
cient Rb , andT is extremely useful in tailoring shapes an
sizes in the aggregation process.

B. Neutral surfactants

We first present results for the neutral surfactants. O
model of neutral surfactant consist of chains withNm57
where the first two sites are considered as head sites an
rest of the monomers consist of the tail particles. The
Downloaded 08 May 2005 to 132.170.55.141. Redistribution subject to A
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parameters are summarized in Table I. The simulation is p
formed for 200 surfactant chains (Nc5200) confined in a
square box of length 100 so that the surfacta
concentration35 ~number of surfactants per unit area! is 0.02.
Initial configurations are generated by first choosing the s
for the surfactant heads randomly and generating the res
the chain particles with an off-lattice two-dimensional se
avoiding walk. We then equilibrate the system with pure
repulsive interaction for all the particles. This makes the s
factants to be uniformly distributed. We explore the pha
diagram at this fixed concentration as a function of tempe
ture (T) and bending energy parameterRb .

First we show some typical snapshots that we get fr
the off-lattice simulation of surfactants without explicit in
corporation of the solvent particles. We have investiga
surfactant self-assembly for a wider range ofT andRb . Here
we show only some of the most relevant results. Figur
shows typical snapshots of micellar aggregation a
500 000 MC steps forT50.5 and for different values of the
bending energy parameter (Rb). We notice with increasing
the valueRb from 0.1 to 1.0, the shapes of the cluste
change from circular to more rectangular structures. We w
come back to this issue later. In order to understand
effect of each parameter on micellization in detail we ha
relied on two quantities. The first one is the average ene
per surfactant chainẼN for aggregates of given sizeN. The
second quantity is the corresponding cluster distribut
function for which we have used a simple distance criter
to determine whether a surfactant belongs to a given clus
For hydrophobic tails, two surfactant chains are conside
in the same cluster if any two pair of monomers from the
two surfactant tails lie within the attractive cutoff distan
~2.5!. In order to determineẼN and the cluster distribution
function an ensemble average is taken over three to six
of independent runs. For higher temperature we h
checked that statistics for two independent runs are alm
identical. A time averaging on the cluster distribution is pe
formed over different time windows. Invariance of the
cluster distributions ensures that a steady-state distribu
has been achieved.

Figure 2 shows typical snapshots of micellar aggregat
for the temperatures 0.8, 0.6, 0.45, and 0.4, respectively
Rb50.2 and in Fig. 3 we show the corresponding time av
aged cluster distribution functions for the entire run~circles!,
for the last 100 000~squares!, and the last 50 000~dia-
monds!, respectively, by calculating the distribution functio
in every 500 MC steps. The squares and the circles are
most in identical position and therefore can be interpreted
the steady-state cluster distribution. The circles may be
evant for those experiments where data is taken for the en
span of the experiments. At higher temperature the clu

TABLE I. Interaction parameters for the neutral surfactants.

Interaction Ri j
c /s i j s i j e i j

Head-head 21/6 1.0 1.0
Head-tail 21/6 1.0 1.0
Tail-tail 2.5 1.0 1.0
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 1. Snapshots of micellar aggregation for a 2% surfactant solution with chain lengthNc57 at a temperature 0.5~in reduced unit! at the end of MC time
500 000. The MC simulations were done for 1400 monomers confined in a two-dimensional box of length 100~in units of LJ parameters! with periodic
boundary conditions along bothx and y directions. The figure shows snapshots for different values ofRb : ~a! Rb50.1, ~b! Rb50.2, ~c! Rb50.6, and~d!
Rb51.0.
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distribution decreases monotonically. As the temperatur
lowered the cluster distribution exhibits a peak. Figure 3~c!
is very similar to the cluster distribution observed in previo
simulations with explicit solvent degrees of freedom. It
characterized by a large number of free surfactant chains
a characteristic peak at a larger value ofN. We should men-
tion that while the cluster distributions remain in a stea
state, breaking of clusters into pieces and coalescenc
smaller clusters proceed simultaneously with aggregate
different sizes being in chemical equilibrium with each oth
A time development of such events is shown in Fig. 4 fo
particular set.

We now discuss theN dependence ofẼN . Figure 5
shows theẼN as a function ofN at different temperatures
Figure 5 should be compared with Fig. 3 which shows
corresponding cluster distributions. Here we notice an
portant result. For micellization, the dependence ofẼN on N
has to become flat at a finiteN, or as a function ofN exhibit
Downloaded 08 May 2005 to 132.170.55.141. Redistribution subject to A
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a minimum.36 We notice in Fig. 3 that at a temperature
0.8, the distribution comprises mostly of monomers as i
apparent from the scale of Fig. 3~a!. The corresponding plo
for ẼN also monotonically decreases withN. According to
the simple theorya la Tanford and Israelachviliet al.
sketched above,3,4 a minimum ~at N5M , say! occurs be-
cause of the competition of the attractive and repulsive u
in the surfactants. ForN,M the hydrophobic energy is in
creased where as forN.M , the geometric constraint in
creases the free energy. For higher temperature the the
energy is of the same order of magnitude of the attrac
interaction energy (e tt51) and hence the system effective
behaves as a purely repulsive one. With decrease of temp
ture the attractive interaction overcomes the thermal ef
and a minimum appears inẼN as shown in Figs. 5~b! and
5~c!. With further decrease of temperature the energy la
scape for ẼN becomes more rugged exhibiting multip
minima. Our simulations very clearly demonstrate the k
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 2. Snapshots of micellar aggregation for a 2% surfactant solution with chain lengthNc57 for Rb50.2 and for temperatures 0.8, 0.48, 0.45, and 0.4~in
reduced unit!, respectively, at the end of MC time 500 000. The MC simulations were done for 1400 monomers confined in a two-dimensional box
100 ~in units of LJ parameters! with periodic boundary conditions along bothx andy directions.
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features of the physical processes controlling micellizati
One needs an attractive interaction which can overcome t
mal fluctuations and a repulsive steric repulsion for model
micellization of surfactants. We should mention that unli
earlier simulations with explicit solvent degrees of freedo
our effective LJ parameters should be considered as temp
ture dependent when one takes into account the effect o
implicit solvent condition as the temperature changes.

Next, we have studied the the effect ofRb on micelliza-
tion. From Fig. 1 it is clear that by increasingRb , the shape
of the micelles gradually changes from being spherica
rectangular structures. For comparison with Fig. 2~c! (T
50.45, Rb50.2) we have shown another snapshot for
same temperature bur forRb50.6 in Fig. 6~a!. A comparison
of Fig. 2~c! and Fig. 6~a! very clearly shows how the bond
bending energy influences the shapes of the micelles.
cluster distribution and theẼN;N is also qualitatively dif-
ferent. A larger bending energy introduces polydispersity
the cluster distribution as shown in Fig. 6~b!. Again one can
Downloaded 08 May 2005 to 132.170.55.141. Redistribution subject to A
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see how it occurs from theẼN;N plot shown in Fig. 6~b!.
Comparing Fig. 6~c! with the corresponding Figs. 3~c! and
5~c! ~for T50.45) we notice that Fig. 6~a! lacks a sharp
minimum, it contains multiple shallow energy valleys in
stead. This could be qualitatively understood by looking
the configurations of Fig. 6~c!. With a larger value ofRb the
surfactants arrange themselves in a rectangular shape.
ideal situation for a very large bending energy the shape
the individual surfactants will be dominated by bending e
ergy and therefore individual surfactants will become ro
like. Therefore the cluster energy will be minimized by a
ranging the surfactants such that heads of the alter
surfactants lie on one side. It is then easy to check that
cost of putting one more surfactant will be roughly the sa
as the average surfactant energy in that cluster, or in o
words ẼN;ẼN11 , which implies that theẼN vs N will ex-
hibit plateaus. What we have just stated is true in the id
limit for very large aggregates and for infinitely rigid ro
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 3. Cluster size distributions for Figs. 2~a!–2~d!. Circles represent the time averaged distribution for the entire run. Squares and diamonds repres
averaged distribution for the last 100 000 and 50 000 time steps. The ensemble average is performed over three to six different initial configurat
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shaped surfactants. In our case the above argument wi
modified by the surface effects and also by the finite value
the bending energy which is reflected in Fig. 6~c!, where one
sees a relatively flatẼN;N compared to that in Fig. 5~c!.
These studies show how the rigidity of the surfactants~con-
trolled throughRb) can introduce polydispersity on micell
zation. An important aspect of our numerical results is
plot ẼN;N as a function ofT and Rb which explains why
cluster distributions in various cases are different.

C. Inverted micelles

Since our model captures the regular micellization p
cess, it is almost self-evident how one obtains inverted
Downloaded 08 May 2005 to 132.170.55.141. Redistribution subject to A
be
f

e

-
i-

celles in this scheme. For the sake of completeness we
briefly describe it here. Surfactants with attractive heads
repulsive tails produce inverted micelles as expected. Th
inverted micelles can be obtained with the following choi
for the cutoff parametersRhh

c 52.5shh , Rtt
c 521/6s tt , Rht

c

521/6sht . Figure 7 shows a typical snapshot and the cor
sponding distribution function.

D. Ionic surfactants

We now show results for the ionic surfactants. O
model ionic surfactant consists of one head and six tail p
ticles. Ionic heads are taken to be bigger37 than the tail par-
ticles with a choiceshh52s tt which leads to a natura
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. Snapshots of surfactant aggregation at different time for parameters corresponding to Fig. 2~c!.
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choice ofsht51.5s tt to satisfy the usual average rule for th
LJ particles. We have adjusted the bond length for the h
to the first tail particle to be 1.5l 0 as well.38 The SC param-
eters that we have used are listed in Table II. We also in
duce a second cutoff distanceRi j

sc for the SC interaction for
numerical expediency. We have performed simulations
various values of the screening parameterk. For a detail
comparison with the neutral surfactant results we presen
sults for the same concentration and choice of the LJ par
eters corresponding to the Fig. 1~a! (T50.5 andRb50.2).
Figures 8~a! and 8~b! show the snapshots fork50.5 and 0.1,
respectively, foru0510.0. With an increasing value ofk21,
the screening length, an order begins to appear in the s
that the distribution for the average separation between
ionic micelles becomes narrower. To give a more quant
tive answer we have calculated the time averaged struc
factor S(k) for these two cases and compared them with
structure factor for the neutral surfactants. Figure 9 sho
these structure factors. Compared to the neutral surfact
the ionic surfactants exhibit sharper peaks with increas
Downloaded 08 May 2005 to 132.170.55.141. Redistribution subject to A
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value ofk21. We have checked that thek value for the peak
corresponds to the average separation. This order is rem
cent of the two-dimensional ordering of a two-dimension
screened Coulomb gas right above its melting point. T
algorithms that we use here either update a single mono
or one surfactant chain only. If we introduceadditional
moves for the center of massesfor the micelles after they are
formed we believe this local ordering will finally go over t
a hexagonally ordered structure. To our knowledge this
new result compared to the earlier work on micellar agg
gation. Figure 10 shows cluster distributions correspond
to Fig. 8. We notice from Fig. 8 that the number of fre
surfactant chains is less compared to the neutral case a
same temperature@Fig. 1~a!#. It is likely that in presence of
the screened Coulomb interaction the entropic contribut
to the free energy is less for the surfactants. In presenc
the SC interaction it becomes harder for the surfactants
move from one configuration to another one with the sa
energy. Therefore they take the alternate route to minim
the energy from the attractive tail-tail interactions.
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FIG. 5. ẼN;N for Figs. 2~a!–2~d!. Circles represent the full time averaged distribution. Squares and diamonds represent time averaged distributio
last 100 000 and 50 000 time steps. The ensemble average is also performed over different initial configuration.
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E. Neutral surfactants and host particles

We now discuss the role of external host particles
aggregation of neutral surfactants. This brings us to the
portant issue of cooperative versus biomimetic pathway
obtain mesoporous sieves mentioned in the introduction.11 In
order to address this issue we have considered two pos
simulation pathways. The first pathway is to start with
preformed micellar arrangementof surfactants@as shown in
Fig. 1~a!# and allow inorganic host particles to interact wi
these micellar aggregates. In the second case, we start w
random configuration of the surfactant-host system. This s
ond pathway corresponds to the cooperative self-assem
case. If one adds host particles at a stage when the su
tants have already self-assembled into micelles, then the
particles will either form aggregates among themselves
they may encase these micelles to minimize the energy.
will depend on the interaction strengths,39 ehp and epp . A
typical snapshot of this pathway is shown in Fig. 11. Her
choice ofehp.epp makes the host particles mostly decora
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the micelles rather than forming clusters of their own.
choice ofehp5epp51 will allow many host-particle aggre
gates along with isolated host particles in the system
shown in Fig. 11~b!. We have checked that for a very larg
value of ehp host particles have more drastic effect on d
forming the micelles.26

Now we discuss the configuration obtained for the coo
erative self-assembly process. It is nota priori obvious that
in the presence of the host particles from the very beginn
a random initial distribution of surfactants will evolve int
micelles. Figure 12 demonstrates the existence of these a
nate generalized biomimetic and less obvious route. H
also micellization proceeds unhindered and we obtain h
encased micelles for the same set of parameters as in Fig
It should be noted here that the experimental pathways le
ing to such self-assembling structures are very diverse
complex. Depending on experimental conditions one may
may not obtain the same final structures by using two diff
ent pathways, even for the same surfactant-host stoichi
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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etry. It is exciting to note that this essential complexity
present in our simple model. As an example, we have
cluded another snapshot of the cooperative self assem
process in Fig. 12~b! for the same set of parameters as in F
12~a!, but for a lower temperature (T50.25). Instead of mi-
cellization we now get wormlike structures seen in so
experiments.40 It seems clear that this simple model h

FIG. 6. ~a! Snapshot of micellar aggregation forRb50.6 atT50.45.~b! The
corresponding cluster distribution, and~c! ẼN as a function of aggregation
numberN.
Downloaded 08 May 2005 to 132.170.55.141. Redistribution subject to A
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ample potential to predict new phases as a function of
ferent parameters and concentrations. Such studies may
tain information to promote further experiments.

IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

We have presented detailed numerical results for mic
lization of surfactants using off-lattice Monte Carlo metho
An important ingredient of our method is that unlike ma
previous numerical studies we have eliminated the solv
degrees of freedom. The interaction of the surfactants w
the solvent particles is implicit in the phenomenological p
rameters of the model. Since micellization occurs at low s
factant concentration, this method has a distinct compu

FIG. 7. ~a! Snapshot of micellar aggregation and~b! the corresponding
cluster distribution atT50.25. The rest of the parameters are the same a
Fig. 1.

TABLE II. Interaction parameters for the ionic surfactants.

Interaction Ri j
c /s i j s i j e i j k u0 Ri j

sc

Head-head 21/6 2.0 1.0 0.1–0.5 5–10 10–30
Head-tail 21/6 1.5 1.0
Tail-tail 2.5 1.0 1.0
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tional advantage since no time is spent to monitor the solv
degrees of freedom. This helps us not only to study multi
celle systems for both ionic and nonionic surfactants but a
the cooperative self-assembly of the surfactants in the p
ence of host particles. For statistical properties, e.g., clu
distribution andẼN , an ensemble averaging for different in
tial conditions was also feasible. First we consider neu
surfactants modeled via simple LJ interactions. For neu
micelles, the cluster-size distribution obtained from th
simulation is qualitatively similar to previous studies whe
surfactant-solvent interactions are treated explicitly. T
gives us confidence in our simplified yet computationa
very efficient model. We demonstrated that the self-assem
of surfactants into inverted micelles is naturally embedded
this scheme. Next we extend these calculations for ionic
factants. Here micellization occurs with additional orderi
coming out of the longer range screened Coulomb inte
tion. We then study the role of additional host particles
mimic recent experiments on surfactant-silicate coopera

FIG. 8. ~a! Snapshots of micellar aggregation for ionic surfactants at the
of MC time 500 000. The SC parameters are~a! u0510.0, k50.5, and
Rhh

sc530.0, ~b! u0510.0, k50.1, andRhh
sc530.0, respectively. The rest o

the parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.
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self-assembly. For certain parameter values we still ob
unhindered self-assembly of surfactants into host-enca
micelles. We also note that the thickness of the walls and
shape of the encased micelles can be tailored by pro

d

FIG. 9. Time averaged structure factors for neutral and ionic surfacta
The dashed line~squares! is for neutral surfactants whose typical snapsho
shown in Fig. 1~a!. The solid line~circles! is for ionic surfactants whose
typical configuration is shown in Fig. 8~b!. The peak corresponds to th
average separation among the micelles which is sharp and narrow due
presence of screened Coulomb interaction. The time average is tak
every 500th step over the last 50 000 MC steps.

FIG. 10. Cluster distribution of ionic surfactants for Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!.
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choice of the parameters. These findings may have relev
to guide new experiments. Finally we demonstrated that
troducing host particles on the preformed micellar phase
also obtains host encased micellar structures. This is con
tent with recent experiments that the final configuratio
which are similar can be obtained via different pathways
detailed study of inverted micelles along with the investig
tions of cooperative self-assembly of ionic micelles with h
particles is currently under preparation which we will rep
in a separate publication.

FIG. 11. Effect of host particles~shaded squares! on preformed micelles for
the first pathway discussed in the text. Figure shows snapshot for 410
particles for ~a! epp51, ehp52 and ~b! epp51, ehp51. The rest of the
parameters are the same as in Fig. 1.

TABLE III. Interaction parameters for the host particles.

Interaction Ri j
c /s i j s i j e i j

Head-particle 2.5 1.0 1.0–2.0
Tail-particle 21/6 1.0 1.0
Particle-particle 2.5 1.0 1.0–2.0
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